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1. Context
The Sustainable Development Act (SDA)(1) 

states:

• the definition used

• the scope of the law

• the 16 principles of SD
Sustainable development means development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs and is based on three 
pillars (social, environmental and economic).

Adapted from the 27 objectives adopted following the Rio 
Earth Summit in 1992 and resulting from a vast public 
consultation so that they could best be applied to a Québec 
context
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1. Context
• Canada committed to taking measures to “enhance climate change 

education” as part of the Paris Agreement.(3) 

• In February 2020, 46% of Canadian students in secondary school 
understood that climate change is caused by humans(4)

• but don’t believe it can be resolved
• feel hopeless and experience eco-anxiety

• 25% of the world’s population is under 18 years old.(4) In Canada, it’s 
21%.(5)

• high level of engagement
• exposure to effects over time



Never doubt that a small 
group of thoughtful, 

committed citizens can 
change the world; indeed, 
it’s the only thing that ever 

has.
- Margaret Mead 

1. Context
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2.a An SD approach
The different components of adopting an SD approach:
• Formal commitment

• Initial diagnosis

• Sustainable development committee

• Sustainable development action plan

• Consideration of the three dimensions of sustainable development

• Awareness and training activities

• Monitoring and evaluation process

• Accountability 



“These universal, transformational and inclusive 
SDGs describe major development challenges for 
humanity. The aim of the 17 SDGs is to secure a 
sustainable, peaceful, prosperous and equitable life 
on earth for everyone now and in the future. . . . (The 
SDGs) address key systemic barriers to sustainable 
development such as inequality, unsustainable 
consumption patterns, weak institutional capacity 
and environmental degradation.”(7)
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2.b Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)

ESD CHARACTERISTICS:

• interdisciplinary and cross-curricular 

• contribution from/to all subjects

• teach the complexity of SD as an evolving science

• the way it is taught, a school culture

In all subjects In values and orientations

In initial teacher training In the production of educational 
materials

In the CSP and the educational project At specific moments

(8,9)

SD and the QEP



2.b Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)

OBJECTIVES:

• To make students aware of the complexity of the issues of our society

• To encourage students to change their behaviours

• To encourage students to act as responsible citizens



2.b Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)

• ESD requires the use of interactive, learner-centered teaching 
approaches and frameworks for learning. (10)

• Education for Sustainable Development requires the adoption of 
dynamic, innovative and structuring instructional approaches.(11)

• For example: project-based learning, teaching of controversial topics, 
critical pedagogy, inquiry-based learning, problem-solving approach 
and collaborative approach

• ESD reduces feelings of eco-anxiety

“Where ignorance is bliss, ‘tis 
folly to be wise.” 

–Thomas Gray



3. QEP        SD Connections

A) The MISSION of Québec schools: 

Instruct. Socialize. Qualify.

Education does not 
change the world. 
Education changes 
people. People change 
the world.

- Paulo Freire

To provide 
instruction  in 
a knowledge-
based world

To provide 
qualifications 
in a changing 

world

To socialize 
students in a 

pluralistic 
world

SCHOOL’S MISSION



3. QEP        SD Connections 

B. The Basic School Regulation (BSR)

General education: prepare students for the next stage of their lives

Goal: promote the overall development of children by helping them to acquire 
the attitudes and competencies that will facilitate their success as students and 
as individuals and by enabling them to integrate into society. 

PRESCHOOL ELEMENTARY SECONDARY

Our job as leaders, 
teachers, and parents is 
not to prepare kids for 

something; our job is to 
help kids prepare 

themselves for anything.
- A.J. Juliani



3. QEP        SD Connections 

C. The broad areas of learning (BAL)

Major contemporary issues that young people are facing

Themes that are entry points for teachers to deliver their prescribed content, 
ensure the acquisition of knowledge and the development of competencies

They target student needs and aim to meet social expectations.



3. QEP        SD Connections 

C. The broad areas of learning (BAL)

1. Health and well-being

2. Personal and career planning

3. Environmental awareness and

consumer rights and responsibilities

4. Media literacy

5. Citizenship and community life



3. QEP        SD Connections 
D. The educational or pedagogical aims

They are supported by the BALs. They lead students to:

• develop a sense of responsibility by adopting good habits with respect to 
health, safety and sexuality

• make and carry out plans designed to develop their potential and help them 
integrate into adult society

• Develop an active relationship with their environment while maintaining a 
critical attitude toward consumption and the exploitation of the environment

• Exercise critical, ethical and aesthetic judgment with respect to the media and 
produce media documents that respect individual and collective rights

• Take part in the democratic life of the class or the school and develop an 
attitude of openness to the world and respect for diversity



3. QEQ        SD Connections 

D. The educational or pedagogical aims

They were chosen on the basis of their importance for society and their 
relevance for the students’ education. 

They make it possible to offer students concrete learning situations anchored in 
realistic, relevant and interesting contexts throughout their academic path. 



3. QEP        SD Connections 

E. The Framework for the Evaluation of Learning

The Framework defines the criteria on which the student’s results must be 
based.

These criteria are based on the QEP.



3. QEP        SD Connections 

F. Knowledge and competencies

School teachers are 
gardeners in human 
intelligence.

- Victor Hugo



3. QEP        SD Connections 

F. Knowledge and competencies

Intellectual 
competencies
- To use information
- To solve problems
- To exercise critical 

judgment
- To use creativity 

Methodological 
competencies
- To adopt effective work 

methods
- To use ICT

Personal and social 
competencies 
- To construct (their) 

identity

Communication-
related competency
- To communicate 
appropriately



3. QEP        SD Connections 

F. Knowledge and competencies

In addition to the knowledge in areas where socio-institutional expectations are 
evolving, the knowledge to be prioritized is also evolving. 



4. Examples

Subject areas and how they contribute to education for 
sustainable development

• Mathematics, Science and Technology

• Social Sciences, Geography, Contemporary World



4. Examples

Subject areas and how they contribute to education for 
sustainable development

• Languages :

French and English



4. Examples

Subject areas and how they contribute to education for 
sustainable development

• Personal Development
Example: Physical Education and Health

• Arts Education
Example: Visual Arts

• Social Sciences
Example: Cultural Geography 
(option)

• Mathematics, Science and 
Technology

Example: Chemistry (option)



4. Examples

Science and technology: knowledge to be acquired

PRESCHOOL
Students continue their sensory 
and motor development. They 
explore substances, natural 
elements and natural 
phenomena. Throughout their 
educational path, this 
knowledge will help them 
understand sustainable 
development issues.



4. Examples

Science and technology: knowledge to be acquired

PRESCHOOL
Students continue their sensory 
and motor development. They 
explore substances, natural 
elements and natural 
phenomena. Throughout their 
educational path, these 
learnings will help them 
understand sustainable 
development issues.

ELEMENTARY
Students acquire knowledge on the 
world around them. They become 
aware of how humanity's relationship
with nature has changed throughout 
history, how human beings have come 
to understand nature and explain
various natural phenomena in order to 
adapt themselves, and how different 
manufacturing processes were devised 
and improved over time.



4. Examples

Science and technology: knowledge to be acquired

PRESCHOOL
Students continue their sensory 
and motor development. They 
explore substances, natural 
elements and natural 
phenomena. Throughout their 
educational path, these 
learnings will help them 
understand sustainable 
development issues.

ELEMENTARY
Students acquire knowledge on the 
world around them. They become 
aware of how humanity's relationship 
with nature has changed throughout 
history, how human beings have come 
to understand nature and explain 
various natural phenomena in order to 
adapt themselves and how different 
manufacturing processes were devised 
and improved over time.. 

SECONDARY
Students will study in depth the 
proposed themes and sustainable 
development issues, such as climate 
change, the energy challenge, drinking 
water, deforestation, food production 
and residual materials in scientific 
subject areas and various technological 
fields of application.



4. Examples
Science and technology: Knowledge to be acquired and SD 
connections

PRESCHOOL ELEMENTARY SECONDARY

During their studies in science and technology, students can address the 
dimensions of sustainable development in various ways:
• the environmental dimension, for example by appropriating the various scientific 

concepts related to the environment
• the social dimension, for example by considering the impact of environmental 

problems on individuals and by integrating the ethical aspect into their analysis
• the economic dimension, for example by taking an interest in technological 

innovations



4. Examples

Science and technology: Competencies to be developed

PRESCHOOL
Students have the opportunity to 
experiment, observe and explore
while making connections with their
daily lives. They develop the 
competency To construct (their) 
understanding of the world. They can 
learn about themes related to 
sustainable development such as 
water, the forest or food. 



4. Examples

Science and technology: Competencies to be developed

PRESCHOOL
Students have the opportunity to 
experiment, observe and explore 
while making connections with their 
daily lives. They develop the 
competency To construct his/her 
understanding of the world. They can 
learn about themes related to 
sustainable development such as 
water, the forest or food. 

ELEMENTARY and SECONDARY
The programs aim to develop three competencies, 
which are essentially the same: 
• To propose and seek answers or solutions to 

scientific or technological problems
• To make the most of scientific and technological 

tools, objects and procedures, and To make the 
most of (their) knowledge of science and 
technology

• To communicate in the languages used in science 
and technology



4. Examples
Science and technology: Competencies to be developed and SD 
connections

PRESCHOOL ELEMENTARY and SECONDARY

These competencies are developed progressively and together. Some 
skills are essential in education for sustainable development:
• know-how (abilities and approaches) 
• behaviours (attitudes and ethics)
• soft skills (choices and commitment) 



4. Examples
Energy and learning – Examples of concepts to address



4. Examples



4. Examples



4. Examples
Energy and learning in secondary school



5. Other Training Sessions

• Adopting a sustainable development approach: March 18

• CSP: coming soon



6. Resources
• MEQ Plan d’action de développement durable 2016-2020 (in French only) (link)

• Plan d’accompagnement du réseau (in French only) (link)

• L’éducation au développement durable Guide (vol. 1, 2 and 3) (in French only) (link)

• Outil de diagnostic (in French only) (link)

• Guide to budget measures (in French only) (link)

• Guide de ressources administratives et pédagogiques (in French only) (link)

• Summary of the Guide d’action – Accompagner une démarche intégrée en 
développement durable produced by l’Institut Hydro-Québec EDS at Université Laval 
(in French only) (link)

• Outil de diagnostic – Guide pour l’implantation d’une démarche de développement 
durable (in French only) (link)

• The 16 principles of sustainable development (link)

http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/site_web/documents/PSG/politiques_orientations/PADD_2016-2020.pdf
http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/site_web/documents/PSG/politiques_orientations/plan_accompagnement_dd_2021-2022.pdf
http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/references/tx-solrtyperecherchepublicationtx-solrpublicationnouveaute/resultats-de-la-recherche/detail/article/plan-daccompagnement-du-reseau-scolaire-en-matiere-de-developpement-durable/?a=a&cHash=6b490c12f866ebb29ac65e7fa3bd9120
http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/references/tx-solrtyperecherchepublicationtx-solrpublicationnouveaute/resultats-de-la-recherche/detail/article/outil-de-diagnostic-guide-pour-limplantation-dune-demarche-de-developpement-durable-au-sein-dun/
http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/site_web/documents/PSG/politiques_orientations/Diagnostic-guide-reference.pdf
http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/site_web/documents/developpement_durable_guide_ressources_administratives_pedagogiques.pdf
http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/site_web/documents/condense_accompagner_demarche_integree_dd_milieu_scolaire.pdf
http://www.education.gouv.qc.ca/references/tx-solrtyperecherchepublicationtx-solrpublicationnouveaute/resultats-de-la-recherche/detail/article/outil-de-diagnostic-guide-pour-limplantation-dune-demarche-de-developpement-durable-au-sein-dun/?a=a&cHash=8c1112453a2e9913ceddefcce714e05a
https://www.environnement.gouv.qc.ca/developpement/principes_en.htm


education.gouv.qc.ca

How to find the resources available (on the 
French website)

• Click on the “Réseau scolaire” box, then on “Enseignants.”

• In the section “Références,” click on “Développement durable.”

• At the bottom of the page, you will find a list of documents and 
external links about sustainable development.



Guide de ressources administratives et 
pédagogiques – Overview



Guide de ressources administratives et 
pédagogiques – Overview



Outil de diagnostic en DD – Overview



Outil de diagnostic en DD – Overview of the 
overall evaluation



Guide de référence pour répondre au 
diagnostic de DD 2020-2021 – Overview
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